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• Simon 1975, piecewise testable = j-trivial

• Stern 1985, deciding if a language is 
piecewise testable is in PTIME

• Almeida, Zeitoun 1997, exponential 
algorithm for separability by PTL
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quasi order ≾ on X is a WQO

if

for any infinite sequence
x1, x2, ...

elements of X

subsequence order is a WQO (Higman’s Lemma)

there exists xi ≾ xj for some i < j
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For any two word languages K and L the
following conditions are equivalent:

1) K and L are separable by
         bool. comb. of ≾-closed languages

2) there is no infinite ≾-zigzag between K and L

3) K and L are layered separable by ≾-closed lang.
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Further research

• computing the separator (not deciding 
existence)

• solving a problem efficiently for other 
classes



Thank you!


